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Landlocked, Borders, Niger river, climatic zones-Sudanic, Sahel, Desert/saharandifficult farming climate



• Mali was site of three great African Empires
• 13.9 million people
• 80% rural
• Ethnically diverse
• Muslim majority
• One of the poorest countries in the world
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site of three great African Empires. At the peak of its power in the 14th century the Malian Empire controlled much of West Africa as well as the trans Saharan gold and salt trade.. Mali is known for it’s rich cultural heritage and cultural influences that are still found throughout West Africa.Bambara, Dogon, Songrai, Fulani, Malinke, Tureg, Tomacheck, Bobo, UNHDR-Life expectancy is low (48 yrs-check) infant mortalitiy rates high 1 in 4, income poverty acute (more than one third live on less than 1$ day GDP per capita is less than US$400, lowest literacy rates in the world



Samene

• 50 km south of Segou

• 4,500 people, mostly all Bambara

• Commune Seat
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After couple months of language and cross cultural training in capital and short homestays-announce where spending next 2 yearsNearly all muslim, speak Bambara.    School, mayors office, health clinic, more say over development













How do assets and access (social rules and norms) 
influence livelihood diversification options for men 
and women?

What is the composition of men’s and women’s livelihood portfolios?  
How are assets held differently by men and women?
What are the major access restrictions that affect livelihood success for men 
and women?
What accounts for the intra‐gender differences in men’s and women’s 
livelihood success?
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Key facts-Told everyone was a farmer, were, but also a diversity of other activities-importance to their LHsQuickly notice that outcomes of activities very different.  Same time Notice gender patterns.   Observations lead me to quest. what it was that allowed some people to access these more beneficial activities, while others seemed stuck in low return coping activities  These questions well suited LH approach-using LH framework and these initial observ. Foundational questions



The livelihood approach

“The central objective of the livelihood approach was to search for more 
effective methods to support people and communities in ways that are 
more meaningful to their daily lives and needs, as opposed to ready‐made 
interventionist instruments” (Appendini 2001, pp 3).

“A livelihood comprises the assets (natural, human, financial and social 
capital), the activities, and the access to these (mediated by institutions 
and social relations) that together determine the living gained by the 
individual or household” (Ellis 2000).
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Rely on  livelihood and diversification literature as the  two theoretical frameworks for orienting my researchHistorically – emerge early 1990’s-recognition of diversity/complexity LH and failure of top down macro economic policies-and inc poverty rural.Framework- Holistic –mutidimensions of poverty.  Focuses on People and their assets and ways people adapt to circumstances and compose LHs under adverse conditions



Source:  Ellis 2000
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Conventional LH frameworkMain LH components-assets, access, activities, outcomesAssets-tangilble or intangible means used to access activities-education, networks/orgs, fruit trees, toolsAccess-institutions and social rules and norms that grant or deny access resources, activities, services, dec makingActivities-Types of activities and strategies pursuedOutcomes-variety goals sought in pursuit of LH , income diversification and asset accumulation-increased  security



What is diversification
Nonfarm Diversification
Farm Diversification
35‐50% in rural areas 
High vs low return activities

Source:  Ellis 2000.
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2 Framework orient research focuses div. Often grouped together LH approach well suited to understand and capture the diverse, cmplx rural  LHDiv is a process of creation whereby people adopt an increasingly diverse portfolio of act and assets in order to survive and imp st of livingDiversification into nonfarm activities All economic activities that do not directly involve plant or animal husbandry or collection (Bryceson 1999). highly heterogeneous sector of the economy.   Agricultural processing, transportation, petty trading, migration, beer making, handicrafts, and off-farm wage labor are some common examples of rural nonfarm activities. Farm activity diversification also important:  Farm activities are the primary production or gathering of unprocessed crops, livestock, forest or fish products from natural resources .  Livestock raising, gathering forest products, gardening, fishing, and farming Diversification is norm.  HH and invdividuals compose LH out of portfolio of different sources.  Found be increasing last 30 years.  Most studies find between 35-50%.  Around 40% in Africa.  Show diagram.   Highly heterogenous-imp dist. Benefits depend on specific types of diversification activities access and their returns.   



• Mixed Methods
• Participant Observation
• 121 Household Surveys
• 168 Individuals surveys
• 5 Extended household surveys
• A series of focus group discussions
• Key interviews, informal interviews
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After 1.5 yrs involved in village wide variety of ways-officially start my researchHH surveys-50% all, ask male and female HH heads, Composition of HH (size, education, age, migrants), LH activities, assetsIndiv survey-Personal attributes (age, ed, health, marriage status), assets, activities  81 women, 87 menFG-in depth on activities-seasonal calendar, changes in activities over time, assets, characteristics of wealth, 



• Activity diversification is important in Samene

• Women are involved in more activities than men 

• Most activities are highly gender segregated

• Women are more likely to diversify their activities 
within the farming sector, while men are more likely 
to be involved in nonfarm activities

• For all activities (except for farming) both men and 
women participate in men earn substantially more
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Visible reflection of LH success. Activities seen as manifestation of assets and access. Wmn involved in 3.79 act, men 2.25.  25% of men involved in 3 or more act and 90% wmn 3 or moreWomen-FP, farming.  LS raising, garden and comm also high %.  For men, farming is by far the most common activity.  LS, Mig, service also involve more 20%. high return activities and especially high return NFA dominated by men
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Farming-all households farm-foundation of all LH93% men farm, 87% women-(70% women have own fields to farm)HH fields 
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Farm diversification ActivitiesWomen tend to diversify their activities within the farm sector95% of women collect forest products-esp shea, also mangoes, gum arabic and wild fruits53% of women garden45% of women raise LS10% farm wageMen-38% raise 5% fish, LS, couple gardens, little FP, 
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Activities in Non farm SectorWomen-Commerce 41%, HC:  18%, Men-Migration:  30%; 21% services, 12% commerce
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Migration-JuneCommerce-diff scale of act within same sector-more women involved in, but tend to have small scale enterprises and sell food products.  Men involved in commerce often selling large quantities field crops or livestock. 





Percentage of Men and Women Involved in Low and High Return Activities 
for the Major Activity Sectors both Men and Women are Involved in
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Stark gendered patterns related to activities men and women are involved in-to think about what accounts for these differences turn now to assets



Key Assets

Human  Age, gender, position in HH, education 
level, migration experience

Physical Farming equipment, transportation, 
capital investments, livelihood tools

Financial Assets Cattle, sheep, goats, poultry

Social  Membership in organizations, 
participation in decision making 
institutions, control over income

Natural Assets Size of farm plot, garden space
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Collected data for more 50 diff assets.  Variables-Best data on the assets listed above.  



Findings-Assets
• Men and women hold their assets differently
• Women have strong natural assets
• Men have stronger physical and financial 
assets than women

• Social assets are important for both men and 
women

• Important to consider personal attributes:  age 
and position in the HH
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Women natural assets-fields (65% field, men-7%), gardens, access forest-base LH onMen-more plows/carts/physical capital – tools and equipmentSocial assets-membership to orgs.-60% involved in,  Participation in community meetings, control over own income



Farming equipment by position in the 
household
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97% of HHH own a plow and almost 90% own wooden cart.  Brothers and sons much less likely to persaonlly own-although about 1/5  brothers own a cart and plow.  No women own plows and less 5% own a cart.  If women owns an expensive asset-likely FHHImportance of position in HH. 



Premises of my Livelihood framework

• Not all diversification is the same.  
• The livelihood experience is different for 
different social groups. 

• Access embedded in power and social 
relations is critical in understanding 
livelihoods.

• Social differentiation is a central process in the 
livelihood framework.
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In addition to my data on activities, assets-had discovered some key concepts/processes  that are conventionally ignored I wanted to incorporate in a LH frameworkNot a single process with uniform effects.  Wide range of act driven diff motivations, resulting diff outcomes. Disaggregate the activities by returns to see how benefit social groups differently. Men and women, rich and poor have diff assets and access restrictions that result in different livelihood experience. Internal logic structured by an integrated set of assets, shared challenges and common activities.  Soc rules and norms based in power dynamics and structures shape the LH options for diff social groups. Access is a privilege of power- Affect access to resources, decision making, labor, networks, services.  differentiation and the presence of inequality between social groups are key themes in my findings, rarely addressed 



Samene’s Livelihood Framework
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Framework used to understand/summarize my findingsSpiral-successive linked orbits of opport-each orbit represents integrated set of assets, access and activities charact of LH exp at that level1-RED-weak assets, narrow access and low return activities of the poor.  As move-enhance assets, improve access, and enter more high return activities.  Assets-area star an individuals power to act and to move through the gates, asset pentagon, keysGates-minor and critical-threshold, social rules and norms, Gatekeepers-dutigi and chief/mayor-control opportunities, regulate movement, ability to move through access gates and negotiate gatekeeper on certain key assets and social positionSome a process of accumulation of advantages, for others asset poverty trap.   Characteristics LH experience are described for men and women in terms assets, access obstacles, activities and outcomes
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HHH-control income and labor, allocated labor within the HH-migration-women go markets, regulated access to HH resouces-land, plow/carts, food, livestock, fertilizerMayor or chief-establish and protect the rules and norms and social order of Channel opportunties diff groups, Chief dispenses land  regulate movement in and out village



Household Wealth

• Household size

• Cattle holdings

• Field size

Household Size Avg. # Cattle Avg. Field Size

1‐15 people 3.2 3.7

16‐30 people 6 6.2

31‐50 people 7.1 12.1

More than 50 people 36.6 34.8
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Analyzed individuals not often done, remembered indiv embedded in HH and part of HH LH strategy.  Possible to differentiate wealth of HH by 3 key indicators-As HH size increases-so does number of cattle and field sizeWealth of HH strongly correlated with individual males LH experiencePatrilocal patterns of marriage and patrilineal inheritance patterns the wealth of the household a women is married into has less influence on her LH success



Men in the First Orbit
Personal Attributes:  Poor household or not head 
of HH

Activities:  Low return subsistence activities at 
household level

Assets: Own labor and Household fields

Access Constraints:  Poverty of the household, 
lack of control over income and labor, weak assets

How to Access Orbit 2:

•Animal ownership
•Acquire livelihood tools
•Education/skill development
•Migration work
•Support  of household head
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Presentation Notes
From poorer HH or not HHH-can’t control own $ or laborLow return act with low entry barriers-subsistence farming, seasonal migrationOutcomes:  survivalKey assets-own labor, HH fieldsObstacles- little control over own $/labor-low social standing in HH-poverty of HH, overall weak assets,  lack financial and social capitalNext-animal ownership, acquire LH tools-bike repair, sewing machine, blacksmith tools, skills/ed, higher  return mig work,  support of HHH-control $/laborSedu-only able bodied man-6 children under 5, one teenage girl,-farm one field by hand-no plow/cattle, Sedu works for a farm wage 1000 FCFA/day.  Activities-farming, farm wage, make fishing nets and rope



Men in the second orbit

• Activities:  livestock raising, migration, commerce/service at village level

• Assets:  More freedom over income and activities, household farming 
assets, animal ownership, may own livelihood tools

• Access Constraints:  Can’t farm own field, lack strong social assets,  lack 
total control over income/labor 

• How to access Orbit 3:  Connections/work 

outside  village, Start own business, 

Wealth of Household, Education  
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Wealthier HHAct-tailoring, bike repair, house building, mat weaving, small scale commerce, well digging, carpentry, blacksmithTools-sewing machine, bike/moto repair toolsAccess-highly restricted-gatekeepersSoulemae-35 people in HH-head, farms, did work in CI, no one involved in High return, no good connect outside village, not hungry



Men in the Third Orbit

Personal Attributes:  From a wealthy/powerful HH, Household 
head

Activities:  High return activities

3 or more activities, based outside village

Assets:  strong farm assets, cattle herds, 

strong social capital, 

own fields, literacy/skills
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Personal: HH and high degree independence-high degree independence over income and labor bec HH not as dependent on it.Activities:  nonfarm-service or commerce, for some more imp than farm-running store, working NGOs, operating phone booth, blacksmithing,  transp services, millet grinders, moto repairAssets: physical captial-shop, plow/carts, household materials and luxury goods, social capital-connections  outside village, high social standing in village2 types men-traditional-less ed-farm based or entrepreuial less likely to be from trad powerful HH-rely on outside connections/educationJamordi-8th grade, work truck-thresh millet/transport-sells in Segou, farms 20 hect and owns 12 cattle.  



Women in the First Orbit

Personal Attributes:  Low social 
standing in the household

Activities:  Low return activities, 
no income accumulation

Assets:  Labor power, natural 
assets

Access Constraints: little 
control of own income/labor, 
poor farming assets-land, time 
constraints,  weak financial and 
social assets

How to access second orbit:  support of household head, sell forest 
products or garden/field crops, animal ownership, join organization, 
migration activities or wage work

Presenter
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Activities-farm (may have own), FP, may gardenAssets:  access to forest, land/garden Land-few rights, also likely to be small and highly degraded soilsAccess next-support husbnad-allow travel join org, participate in act-some cases direct financial assistance.Selimata and younger wife of bro of HHHGiven field used up by men



Women in the Second Orbit
Personal Attributes:  Likely to be female household 
head

Activities:  Animal raising, commerce-based 
outside HH.  gardening, farming, forest products

Assets: Husbands support, animal ownership, 
time, ability to travel, skills/literacy, personal field, 
garden plot, member of organization, leadership 
role

Access to the third level:

Lack of connections outside village, lack of 
mobility, lack of financial assets, Gender 
division of labor, gatekeepers and 
patriarchal norms
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Activiites-income and asset accumulation�



My Contribution
• Gender disaggregated data on activities and 
assets

• Understanding of access difficulties 
• A conceptual framework
• Uses of framework‐identify key assets and 
pathways used to improve livelihoods for 
targeted groups 

• Why it is important?
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Understanding obstacles that could limit the effectiveness of interventions if not consideredAnalytically generalizable-understand process of how poor people compose their livelihoods under adverse conditions Abstract framework-practical development toolCurrent form encourages--Holistic approach where consider assets, access/power, activities together-and look closely at relationships between them.Identify pathways individuals and social groups have taken to improve their LH.Dictates interventions work to strengthen the assets that give access to these trajectories and strengthen Activities associated with imp LH outcomesTarget specific social groupWhy imp-farming productivity is declining in Samene and in many regions of world-at same time livelihoods are more insecure and poverty and ineq are increasing-to solve these problems requires a holistic understanding of poverty, the strategies people are using to cope, and an approach that can build on these pathways people have taken to immprove their LHS. At heart of approach is promoting diversification is a targeted, sensitive way that considers power/access and target assets and activities that can improve LHs of poorest social groups



Gaps and limitations
• No income data
• More sophisticated data analysis 
• More theory on household decision making, 
power, resource distribution, social exclusion, 
gender relations
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weak method for calculating high and low return activities



Determinants of Men’s Livelihood Experience

Assets
• Wealth and social position of 

household

• Position in the Household

• Ability to control own income 
and labor

• Financial capital and access to 
credit

• Size of cattle herd

• Connections outside of the 
village

• Education/special skills

• Livelihood tools and physical 
capital

• Migration experience

Access
• The household head controls 

the livelihood activities and 
incomes of all household 
members

• Men’s responsibility as the 
household providers

• Restrictions against personal 
land ownership

Presenter
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From analyzing sruvey data, information gained FG and interviews put together a list of most important assets.  Access issues came from FG, surveys, observations



Determinants of Women’s Livelihood Experience

Assets
• Husband’s support

• Position in the household and 
the community

• Time availability

• Animal ownership

• Financial assets and access to 
credit 

• Mobility

• Personal field size

• Gardening space

• Involvement in an 

organization

Access
• Gender division of labor

• Traditional land tenure rights

• Marriage patterns

• Lack of decision making power 

• Women’s position in society 

• Lack of inheritance rights 
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Travel mkt, join org, control own moneyTime intensive HH resp, narrow range act consistent with customary domestic rolesFew rights, poor security, degraded landMarriage patterns-early age, arranged, and move to husband’s house
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